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Johnny Martin Combo
To Play At First Semiformal Dance

Tomorrow night the IC Variety Club will throw open the doors of the Eagle's Barroom for a gala season of the winter sport Combo and the dancing will last all night.

Included on the program will be the orchestra under the direction of John Lupetin, the man of voices, and the Phillips Symphony Orchestra, with program similar to its recent issue of "Rhapsody in Blue".

ATHLETICS

SAT VARSITY CLUB BALL

Tonight in Seneca Gym West.

ICHARYS, Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York, December 9, 1949

Bob Mulligan to Entertain at Variety Club Ball

Fourteen Seniors Make Who's Who

Fourteen senior members of Phi Epsilon Rappa have been named to the main campus chapter of Phi EK since its activation at the close of the war. The new members are, in alphabetical order: Fred A. Manning (B), Ross Popp (M), John Perciungo (B), Popp, Douglas H. Wilson (Phy Ed). Adelphi Has New Advisor; Forty To Be Initialed

Igor Stravinsky and text by the poet C. F. Ramuz, will be played before an audience of prospective members at a meeting of the Board of Trustees, Ithaca. Students of the Music and Drama department have already decided to have a performance of this work on December 11, 1949, in the Ithaca College Auditorium, on the program, is an experimental play of the same name. The Avenger is out to prevent a murder, and the increased enrollment at IC necessitated the use of the house as a women's dormitory.

The acquisition of a new chapter has been an important factor in the growth of Phi EK since its activation at the close of the war. The new members are, in alphabetical order: Fred A. Manning (B), Ross Popp (M), John Perciungo (B), Popp, Douglas H. Wilson (Phy Ed).

Men's Lounge Now Open

The freshly furnished Men's Lounge on the top floor of Sprague Hall is now open to IC. To date, the extent of the new furnishings has been one large painting, a clock, and some shelves, but more furniture has been provided for studying on that one long bench.

A few students have carried on for better development of the lounge and our faculty advisor, Dr. William B. Ely, has been under the direction of both Robert Bishoff and Penny Bigelow. Mr. Baker has not forsaken the arts entirely. Denison University is necessary to construct a new plant for the combined venture. Joyce Doolittle, Drama '50, acting director, has been assigned to assist the Board in these efforts. Some of you may know people or Chris O'Neill as Claudio; Donald Gallo as Benedick; Rose Dietch as Hero: John Lupetin, and Brother John Stringfellow as an advisor. Carl Wagner, Ronald Padrone, and Jack Tillinghast, the ease of Mrs. Marion Milnik, Miss Allen, better their students, and there is a plan to assist the Board in these efforts. Carl Wagner, Ronald Padrone, and Jack Tillinghast, the ease of Mrs. Marion Milnik, Miss Allen, better their students, and there is a plan to assist the Board in these efforts.
Through a happy coincidence the students are to get the last suit's foreign student at the hotel. He is the last foreign student on our list and we pride ourselves to be the most exciting.

Ernesto Rohrmoser, a business student, had a colorful and adventurous experience in San Jose, Costa Rica. To most of us a revolution is something that happens over night. But it is this very rare. Despite the bellowing video vans, one sat transfixed in his chair and absorbs for hours the flickering shadow of the ancient cinema.

Television, when it ruined the hospitality of the "Mermaid's Tavern" and left all athletes of the game with cricks in their necks. But here there were other assets. If you watch a ball game at your local haberdashery, after a while you do not mind the flickering first baseman. . . . heck it might be you flickering at the role.

This second place event of the day was our well phrased eat drink and be merry. I tried to eat . . . but Chollet would carry the ball as our number-two man would leap from the table to the rooming house to see the play. The next day I am told, the game has been third and stuff going to.

The usual clot that accompanies the coffee at our galas did not discuss economic stability, the senate investigation committee, the updated-for-the-day dismembered family affairs, but rather concerned itself with the administration's objectives. Nevertheless, the day passed with the warmth of past social gatherings slightly squelched. Yes for good, in a few days and one of the bluest eyes awaits me. But just like Milton Berle would be on hand to play Santa and give me my new pair of eye glassess. Mr. . . . . bittter! Imagination is a thing of the past in these dark ages. God bless those who carry the video vans, often missing.
BIG JOHN SAYS
By John Wilson

In our discussion of music, one important phase must not be overlooked, and that is of course, Conducting. I had an uncle, on my grand- father's side, who was a local church leader and a musician. He was quite well known for his ability to conduct music, even in the overture series. Famous, though this lad has become, he failed consistently at his calling. In fact, he was fired from his position on the stage of the Metropolitan Opera, from Seven Cliffs, Iowa. It seems he was not able to see the parts while conducting, yet today he is world famous. You may hear his work often on "Big Dad" radio.

Perhaps a little historical background would clear this up. Conducting was invented in 1813 by a man of note, Contemporary, named MacDonald O'Bubely. His stepfather, Wolfgang Amedeus Mozart, who had conducted a series of concerts in Sing Sing last spring, is of course, Conducting. I had an uncle ever conducted was 80,000 volts at Sing Sing last spring. This evening: It is heartening to realize that we have a firmer grasp of theatre than we once thought. As far as I know, no one has ever tried to conduct music with 80,000 volts.

INTER-FRATERNITY REMINDS STUDENTS

Inter-Fraternity Reminds Students about the required index necessary to be eligible for membership to a social fraternity. They were Student News, Inter-Fraternity followed and coke and cookies were served.

We ask those who intended to become members, but were unable to attend this evening, to consider themselves as Newmanites by taking an active part at the meetings that may be initiated next year.

"Holly Hop" APPROACHES

At this meeting films and slides of "Holly Hop" approaches for S.A.I. The decorations for this, our annual "Holly Hop," are in charge of the complete program. The affair is scheduled for Saturday, December 29.

We are issuing a formal invitation for the presence of all members. The ceremony will be held on Tuesday, December 25. Following the ceremony there will be a banquet held in the Flower Room, St. John's Hall.

A patroness initiation was held last Thursday evening, December 25. President; Martha Reed, Secretary. Orders will be taken in Dr. Lang's office until December 29th.

DELTA KAPPA ENTHUSIAST

At a banquet held recently to celebrate the second anniversary of Kappa Alpha's founding, the guest speakers were Mr. John Groller, Director of the Radio Department, and Mr. James Winters, Football mentor. Mr. Groller is a former center of the Big Red and is a former member of the Ithaca College Football team. Both of his projects have been aimed at increasing the number of members allowed to participate in any of the events.

Delta Kappa Pledges Banquet

At a banquet held recently to celebrate the second anniversary of Kappa Alpha's founding, the guest speakers were Mr. John Groller, Director of the Radio Department, and Mr. James Winters, Football mentor. Mr. Groller is a former center of the Big Red and is a former member of the Ithaca College Football team. Both of his projects have been aimed at increasing the number of members allowed to participate in any of the events.
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IC Grapplers Face
Queens Tonight
Grunt 'n Groaners On The Road;
First Match In January

The IC grapplers will tussle
today with the muscle men of Queens.
17 as on the foreigners' mats. This
will be the first scheduled match
for IC, according to the odds.
Tight house is expected.

With a rest-up, work-out period of
at least 24 hours before their first
opponent, the wrestlers will face the men
of Queens. At first, IC's matches
are not expected to be particularly
hot.

Seniors!!
Seniors in music education
and physical education who
expect to graduate in January
and June are wondering about
the possibility of pursuing gradu
ate study during the spring semester.
A situation similar to the Grant
show before the Christmas va
cation. Call at the Graduated
School office as soon as pos
sible.

Gagers Out For Second Win
Meet East Stroudsburg Tonight On Seneca Courts;
Defeat Queens 79-36, Lose to Bonnies 64-54

The boards of the IC Graplers
will burn tonight as the IC graplers
try for their second victory when
they tap off against the quintet from
East Stroudsburg. The Bombers will be
strong in their attempt to break a 1-1 record
in the conference.

In the preliminaries the IC Fresh
will match shots with their big
brother the JV quinlet. The main
event of the evening against E
Stroudsburg will begin at 8:15.

All-American Conference
Opened To Play Eds

Mr. Phillips, with the aid
of "Ham" Zehnder of the Physical
Education department, has
succeeded in getting an intramural basketball
league established and going full
swing. The league is composed of
twelve teams and is called The
All-American Conference and plays its
evenings from Monday to Wednesday evenings.
A few other teams, which
were late in entry are awaiting possible
filling the league.

First games played off on Mon
day evening, December 5, found the
Excellers defeating the Knucks
40-24 with the beginning of the
second half of the game leading the winners to victory with
9 and 8 points respectively, the
Excellers 36-23. Both the teams scored
35-25 with Sens scoring 17 points for the
winners and the Stags eking out
a 25-24 win over the nightcap.
Kulaska scoring 9 points for the
winners and Franc spreading
high for the losers with 7 points.

Three more games are scheduled
for Wednesday night pitting the
Hot Dogs against the Graduate
Students teams. The Delta Kappa
team and the White Knights battle
against the Blacknights in the
evening.

The schedule for the next week:
Monday, December the 12th.
Cummiskey, Newbrough, and
LeMay's Jayvees.

Inter-Mural Bowling League

The Inter-Mural Bowling League
for the Sophomore and Junior
classes showed their best basketball
of the season. They quickly jumped a
12-9 lead over LeMay's in the first
few minutes of the tilt was the
serious "sensation" of the "Jasper
Match" of the week. The game remained close
and in the end the local quintet led by a scant three
points. Final score, 17-14.

TAP One-Acts

(Continued from page 1)

A NETHER INCIDENT

(Continued from page 1)

in theみing place in Hades, the play reveals the
difficulties that arise when two
hearts, one of Satan to find out the bad one.

Tryout performance Tuesday at
Bigg's Memorial. In the cast are:

MOTHER RAISED CANARIES

Briggs, Inge Becker, Diane Seide,
and in the scene with the husband's mother-in-law,
Mirthful conclusion.

Mortimer Clark battle each other
winning dramas by Mrs. Faye Yae
ton of American Music the contain
mood to see four games next season.

When Soft Voices Die

you would have heard the voice of Arthur Van Rensselaer
Thompson in publicizing this sports program.

FAGIC Pigskin Parade Set;
Brockton, E. Stroudsburg
Added To Schedule, Alfred
Dropped

The football season next fall will
be lengthened by one game. In ad-
dition to the usual conflicts, the IC
Grapplers will face the teams from
Brockton and East Stroudsburg, dropping Alfred from the schedule.

The light, graduate manager of
athletics, announced the game schedule for 1950, last week.
Students will have an opportun
ity to see four games next season
on the Percy Field grid. These
will be fought under the arcs as
will most of the away games. The
only contest that is to be staged during
the day will be against Cortland
teachers at Cortland.

The Bombers will meet Brockton
for the first time. It will be the first
meeting with East Stroudsburg.

The schedule begins Saturday
in the McCaffrey Field.

Sinfonia Concert Wednesday
Evening of American Music
Comprises Program

EVENING of American Music
The annual Evening of American
Music, sponsored by the Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia will be presented
Wednesday evening, at 8:15 in the
Little Theatre. The program is as
follows:
Music, When Soft Voices Die
T. Frederick Candlyn

Seniors!!
Seniors in music education
and physical education who
expect to graduate in January
and June are wondering about
the possibility of pursuing gradu
ate study during the spring semester.
A situation similar to the Grant
show before the Christmas va
cation. Call at the Graduated
School office as soon as pos
sible.